Mobile Bay National Estuary Program
MTA Watershed Management Plan
Steering Committee Meeting #2
November 13, 2020 – 1:00-2:30pm
Zoom Virtual Meeting
Agenda
Meeting Objectives:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Introduce New Committee Members
Review of Old Business (meeting minutes, action items)
Review Presentation on Watershed Conditions
Discuss Identification of Critical Issues and Areas Chapter Development

1. Review of Agenda – (M.M. Redditt, 3 minutes)
2. Welcome and Introduction of New Participants (M.M. Redditt, Members, 5 minutes)
3. Old Business
a) Review of Meeting Minutes from Steering Committee Meeting #1, September 24, 2020
(M.M. Redditt, Members, 5 minutes)
b) Status of Action Items (J. Kelson, 15 minutes)
i. Completion, Distribution of Survey, Virtual Boat Tour
ii. Labeling of Public Access Map (Port, by Use)
iii. Concept for Chapter Topic Discussion vs. Subcommittees
iv. Follow-up on National Conservation Easement Database
v. Review of Steering Committee List
vi. Review of Stakeholder List
4. New Business
a) Presentation of Watershed Conditions and ID of Critical Issues and Areas (B. Vittor, 25
minutes)
b) Open Discussion on Conditions and Critical Issues and Areas (B. Vittor, M.M. Redditt,
Members, 30 minutes)
5. Future Business (J. Kelson, 2 minutes)
6. Review of Action Items (J. Kelson, 5 minutes)
7. Adjourn
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MBNEP Participants: Roberta Swann, Christian Miller, Don Blancher
Project Team Participants: Jeanette Kelson, Barry Vittor, Tim Thibaut, Mary Mullins Redditt
Steering Committee Participants (includes only Committee members who RSVP’d): Katherine Baltzer,
Scott Bannon, Gretchen Barrera, Mary Kate Brown, Casi Callaway, Ashley Campbell, Walter Ernest,
Patrick Harper, Ashley Henderson, Phillip Hinesley, Amy Hunter, Matthew Jones, Nicole Love, Don
Mroczko, Amy Newbold, Russell Ladd, Casey Rains, Ray Richardson, Thomas Reddick, Steven Stewart,
Dan Van Nostrand, Elizabeth Weatherford.
Meeting Objectives:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Introduce New Committee Members
Review of Old Business (meeting minutes, action items)
Review Presentation on Watershed Conditions
Discuss Identification of Critical Issues and Areas Chapter Development

Summary: [Review in concert with PowerPoint presentation slides attached]
1. Review of Agenda – (M.M. Redditt, 5 minutes)
M.M. Redditt reviewed the agenda with participants to determine if any additions or corrections were
needed. None were requested.
2. Welcome and Introduction of New Participants (M.M. Redditt, Members, 5 minutes)
Dan Van Nostrand, with the NOAA Restoration Center, introduced himself. Is located in Mobile at the
Disaster Response Center in West Mobile when he isn’t traveling. Besides just enjoying the watershed
on a personal level, he is also involved in the Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA) work that is
going on in the area. Looking for resources to mitigate for damages due to chemical releases in the
area. Looking forward to digging in with everyone on the Watershed Management Plan (WMP).
Phillip Hinesley, with the MS-AL Sea Grant and Auburn University for the past 2 ½ years, introduced
himself. He worked for the Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (ADCNR)/State
Lands for 36 years before that. Has a close connection with the Delta, having worked to manage and
plan for it. Also worked with the Weeks Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve. Is now a Nature
Tourism Specialist with Sea Grant based in Gulf Shores, so has a lot of interest in public access, habitat
preservation, watershed management, fish & wildlife and overall preservation of the Delta.
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Amy Newbold, with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Gulf of Mexico Division, introduced
herself. Her organization focuses on water quality, habitat restoration, education and outreach, as well
as climate resiliency funding opportunities. Like Dan Von Nostrand, also works on NRDA and the
RESTORE side of the house for the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill mitigation. Amy and her family live on
the Eastern Shore in Daphne, so these watersheds are near and dear to their hearts, as this is where
they live and play. She is excited to be a part of this group. Looks like we have the A team!
To the benefit of new participants, M.M Redditt then reviewed the slides previously presented during
the Steering Committee Meeting #1, which discussed the importance of the Steering Committee,
meeting logistics, as well as the consensus-based approach that will be utilized throughout the project.
3. Old Business
a) Review of Meeting Minutes from Steering Committee Meeting #1, September 24, 2020
(M.M. Redditt, Members, 5 minutes)
There were no updates offered to the last draft of the meeting minutes shared from Steering Committee
Meeting #1.
b) Status of Action Items (J. Kelson, 15 minutes)
i. Completion and Distribution of Survey, Virtual Boat Tour
As discussed previously, the project survey is up on the project website and all Steering Committee
members should have the link. Are doing ok on the survey participation, with a little over 60 responses
to-date, but would really like to see at least 300 come in, so please ensure you take the survey and
distribute it and the virtual boat tour (on the project webpage) to your constituencies to drive those
interactions.
ii. Labeling of Public Access Map (Port, by Use)
This item was also discussed during our first Steering Committee meeting. It was a slide during our last
presentation and also is included in the Watershed Characterization Chapter. Gretchen Barrera was
good to provide a lot of input on this. It was also recommended to have an amenities list. We believe
this should be readily available and will include it under the Watershed Characterization Chapter as an
update or as an Action Item if we see gaps in the information that is available. Appreciate all the input.
Scott Bannon offered that Scott’s Landing is up for sale, so this may or may not continue as an active
access point. Need to make a note of this. Phillip Hinesley shared that ADCNR has an inventory of public
access sites with amenities included. Contact Sarah Johnson, GIS specialist @
Sarah.Johnson@dcnr.alabama.gov or 251-928-9792.
iii. Concept for Topic Discussion vs. Subcommittees
This was discussed during the Steering Committee Meeting #1. Put a lot of thought into this. Are
recommending Topic Breakout Sessions for those who would like to take a deeper dive into some
chapter topics versus Subcommittees. Would like everyone’s input into these chapters.
iv. Follow-up on National Conservation Easement Database
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At the Steering Committee Meeting #1, Walter Ernest had recommended we look at this. Kelley
Barfoot/MBNEP, in coordination with The Nature Conservancy (TNC), has this data from a few years ago,
but will ensure we get the most recent data available and look at this in concert with the WMP
development.
v. Review of Steering Committee Member List
Steering Committee Member List has been finalized. We are closing this out since we are on our second
meeting, to ensure consistency and cohesiveness going forward.
vi. Review of Stakeholder List
Team has a full draft Stakeholder List. This is a living document and we will continue to update it,
including any suggestions you have. Please call or email us with any thoughts.
4. New Business
a) Presentation of Watershed Conditions and ID of Critical Issues and Areas (B. Vittor, 25
minutes)
Tim Thibaut with Barry Vittor & Associates (Vittor) presented the attached PowerPoint slides.
•

•

Watershed Overview
o MTA Watershed Boundary includes 6 HUC 12 Subbasins.
o Mobile River Basin is very large, draining 4 states and bringing a vast number of
nutrients and sediments, nearly 4-5 tons a year, to our area with the water flow.
Nutrients from a great number of non-point sources come down into our MTA
watershed.
o Land Cover/Land Use--The Delta is mostly wetlands and water. On the edges are forests
but also agricultural and industrial activities that flow into the Delta from the east and
the west.
Watershed Conditions/Critical Issues and Areas
o Presented a list of categories that have a number of issues within. Encourages Steering
Committee Members to provide input on what is included or may not be included.
o National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permits—143 permitted
facilities should be most of those and include 24 industrial dischargers. Concentrated
around the Harbor and the Axis and Bucks Areas. On the Eastern Shore have a dirt pit
and sewage outfall draining into the Delta. At least 6 of the NPDES permits are
Discharge Information Zone (DIZ) outfalls. The Alabama Department of Environmental
Management’s (ADEM’s) Coastal Permits require sampling and monitoring of sediments
and macroinvertebrates in these DIZs. Vittor has conducted a number of these,
including 14 in the last 30 years. Cannot usually find much of an effect of the discharge
in the array of stations upstream and downstream. Likely due to the biota in this area
having adapted to fluctuating conditions.
o 303d Impaired Streams—Cold Creek and Chickasaw Creek are actually outside the
subbasins but since they drain directly into the watershed, have included them on this
map. Others are not included, such as Bay Minette Creek. Since 1998, these have been
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o

o

o

o

o

o
o

modified in terms of their area and the indicators that cause them to be listed. Virtually
each one is listed due to acid deposition of mercury that sequesters in the sediments.
Fish consumption advisories are related to the 303d list. Some of the creeks are entirely
listed (Bay Minette Creek); and others are only partially listed (Tensaw River).
Water Quality—Number of sites in the watershed qualify due to persistence of legacy
contaminants. Side streams, known as blackwater streams, are very important to
wildlife and their habitat and a number of these suffer the impacts of land conversion,
which creates runoff and pollutant loadings to the Delta.
Persistence of Legacy Contaminants—Map shows seven sites, four of which are
Superfund Sites including BASF and Olin, which are upstream of the study area. Also
have Alabama Power’s Barry Steam Plant, Akzo Nobel at Cold Creek Swamp. Closer to
the Harbor you have the Alcoa Mud Lakes and the International Paper and Kimberly
Clark Sites. Contaminants of concern are listed. Legacy contaminants refer to sites that
have, at least intentionally, ceased to discharge to waterways but the contaminants can
still, to some extent, passively contaminate the system. Each is already being monitored
through state and Federal requirements.
Land Conversion—A recent study by Marlon Cook of Poly, Inc. looked at land conversion
to pollutant loads and sedimentation using a regression model based on discharge
volumes of water from previous studies. On east side, we see high gradient area with
large drop in elevation. On west side you get low gradient streams, and at the bottom
of the study area we get tidally influenced streams. Found a number of impaired
streams, with all of those listed on the Baldwin County side. Further study is needed of
these areas to find the source of the sediments.
Land Use and Watershed Condition—intensity index looks at the human activity and the
non-renewable energy source used. Developed a coefficient that measures land cover
and human activity. Shows where most stress is occurring including the Harbor Area,
industrial areas on the northwest side of the watershed and, on the east side, the
agricultural and residential areas. These are the potential sources of stress.
Prior Harvested Forest—Howard Horn (Vittor) delineated prior forested harvest areas
from 1980s-1990s using aerial imagery. Delineated 8,300 acres of prior harvested forest
areas, then visited them in person. They seem to be rebounding with the same flora
and fauna, but the trees are smaller. Saw a bit more diversity in the ground cover in the
more recently harvested area, but very little in terms of invasive species. These appear
to be regenerating promptly. Most are up near Mifflin Lake, Big Chippewa Lake, Farris
and Barrow Creeks.
Conservation Coordination and Land Management—Ongoing issue across the coastal
area and not just in this watershed.
Sensitive Habitat Acquisition and Management—40% of study area in conservation
easements or state and federal public lands. Priorities to look at for conservation are
additional areas other than the state and federal lands. The MBNEP “Healthy
Watersheds” project, completed with the help of Moffatt & Nichol and the Alabama
Forest Resources Center (AFRC) in 2019, looked at catchment area conditions. Looked
at parcels with connectivity to Mobile Bay and their conditions. Looked at 500-acre
minimum parcels. Their conservation would provide a real benefit for the watershed.
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Upland Land Conversion—Above Red Hills Creek and Dennis Creek you see urbanized
areas and agriculture at the bottom of the map. Open question regarding whether
there is sufficient Best Management Practices going on during construction. No postconstruction stormwater regs or coastal protection regs. In Baldwin County there is little
stream and wetland buffer required. This is an issue going forward for converted lands.
Dark green is upland forest on the map.
Ecological/Habitat—an extension of the conservation coordination and management
topic.
Exotic/invasive species effects and control—limited data but enough to know they are
out there. Water hyacinth, alligator weed, and torpedo grass are an intractable problem
and are very resistant to controls. You have tallow trees in the lower Delta. Find them
also in the upper Delta but not where it floods. Disturbed areas where there is human
activity, fish camps tend to be ripe for invasive species. The Giant Salvinia pictured is in
Chickasaw Creek in Duck Lake but is also being found in the Delta itself. May be a big
problem in the near future, such as water hyacinth. Upper right photo is Cogon Grass
and can be found in the Delta. The Feral Hog is a problem that is increasing. Very
destructive in terms of plant communities. Very bad for the environment.
Protected Species—include the Red bellied turtle, the manatee, also ADCNR Priority 1
area of concern species is the alligator snapping turtle. Conservation management will
take coordinated effort for managing and recovery plans.
Stream and Riparian Buffer Protection and Restoration—important for ecosystem
services such as water purification, sediment, nutrient retention, wildlife habitat. Inset
on map is the west side of Big Chippewa Lake stream corridors. Altered land impacts
the natural environment. Good candidates for surveying.
Hydrologic Modification—Proposed deepening and widening of the Port channel and
turning basin. The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) did some recent modeling and
determined this activity won’t change things to a noticeable extent; however, we are
already seeing a salt wedge that goes up into the Delta and this activity could
exacerbate that. The Causeway is well known to impede tidal exchange. Study looked at
three possible sites along the Causeway to open up with bridges that may reintroduce
the normal tidal exchanges. You also have upstream impoundments that are an
intractable issue. Don’t know how water quantity and quality is impacted, but there are
a number of dams north of the study area.
Climate Resiliency—A draft chapter in the WMP that looks at the Sea Level Affecting
Marshes Model (SLAMM) shows how forested areas will become emergent marsh or
herbaceous area. Current marsh and herbaceous areas will become open water due to
sea level rise (SLR). Migration potential of marshes is great with sea level rise, as shown
in pink on the map. Will likely want to prevent land conversion in this area. Will
infrastructure need to adapt to deal with these climate issues?
Cultural Resources—SLR will impact hundreds of cultural sites in the Delta that have not
yet been surveyed (but we know they are there). Land conversion also disturbs cultural
resources. Human activity disturbs cultural resources.
Public Access—a big part of this WMP. Includes Alabama Birding Trail in study area.
Financial support to manage and maintain these sites is important issue. Bottom left
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photo is a birding trail site in disrepair. Access is not obvious to birdwatchers, as it is a
derelict site currently.
b) Open Discussion on Conditions and Critical Issues and Areas (B. Vittor, M.M. Redditt,
Members, 30 minutes)
M.M. Redditt opened up discussion and asked all to raise virtual hand or place questions or comments in
chat box. Said the Conditions and ID of Critical Issues and Areas are intertwined. Would like to hear
comments. M.M. Redditt reviewed chat comments that came in.
o

Scott Bannon provided great links to public access sites for boating access:
https://www.outdooralabama.com/boating/coastal-alabama-boating-access
https://www.outdooralabama.com/freshwater-boating-access

o
o
o

o

o

Callaway offered additional information on industrial pollution and notes that mercury comes
from multiple Superfund sites and not just from acid deposition.
Thibaut (Vittor) verified that the derelict birding trail site is Site #37 on the east bank of the
Tensaw River.
Callaway understands this is not the full detail on what the project team has studied but feels
there is a lot missing in terms of industrial pollution in the Delta. Understands we picked out
some examples at a high level but would like to see more in depth or in writing about what we
looked at. Don’t see the landfill that just got busted by ADEM for putting leachate in pipe
through the fence. If dilution is the solution and the answer to pollution, Baykeeper is not seeing
that so would like to dive deeper with project team on what they are seeing and how this
matches up. Kelson notes that, yes, we are just seeing the overall bulleted presentation, and the
Topic Breakout Sessions we discussed earlier offer another avenue of discussion for those who
want to dive deeper into the Chapter topics. Kelson invites Callaway and any others on the call
who would like to dive deeper into these discussions to join the Breakout Session. Callaway
wants to ensure the research has not been concluded before we start working on management
measures when, in fact, it may not be. Want to ensure it is as conclusive as possible. Kelson
provided a rundown on the status of the deliverables to date: 1) Draft Characterization 2) Draft
Conditions and 3) Climate Resiliency chapters have all been submitted to MBNEP and are under
review. Are now forming the ID of Critical Issues and Areas chapter, so nothing is final yet.
Hinesley mentioned there is a huge litter problem on the Mobile Bay Causeway. How is this
being figured into the Critical Issues and Areas? Vittor said this has not yet been identified as a
critical issue but they will certainly entertain this. Most are familiar with the Causeway litter
issues from the annual Coastal Cleanup. Pick up truckloads and boatloads of trash each year.
Hinesley mentions it is particularly an issue around the bridges. They are covered with
Styrofoam from chicken necks, etc. In the 30 zones of the Coastal Cleanup in both counties, it is
by far the worst. 80% of the property on the Causeway is owned by ADCNR. People have
dumped tires there.
Amy Newbold provided a link to EPA resource “How is My Waterway?” as well as the Toxic
Release Inventory. How's My Waterway https://mywaterway.epa.gov/community/031602040505/overview, and the Toxics Release
Inventory (TRI): https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program
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o

Seeing no more questions or chats, M.M. Redditt offered for those who have additional
questions or comments to please call or email her or any project team members. The
presentation, agenda and notes will be posted on the StoryMap on the website for future
review.

5. Future Business (J. Kelson, 2 minutes)
Kelson noted that this meeting is intentionally placed between the Conditions draft chapter, discussed
during Steering Committee Meeting #1, and the final draft ID of Critical Issues and Areas chapter that
will be submitted around Christmas. This chapter should be a comprehensive look at those issues. After
this, will start focusing on the Management Measures.
6. Review of Action Items (J. Kelson, 5 minutes)
Kelson reminded all to take the survey and push out to constituencies. M.M. Redditt said she will follow
up with Steering Committee members about pushing out the survey. Also, the MBNEP is doing a lot of
social media posts on this, so it is easy to “follow” “like” and “share.” Hinesley suggested that we ask
Hank Burch or David Ranier at ADCNR to share in their newsletter and post on their website. Redditt
says she will do. Mary Kate Brown from TNC asked for the content and links to share on TNC social
media.
Steering Committee Meeting #3 will be held between the development of the final draft of ID of Critical
Issues and Areas and the Management Measures chapters. Will be looking for input on Management
Measures.
7. Adjourn
Kelson adjourned the meeting shortly before 2:30 pm.
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MOBILE-TENSAW DELTA
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLAN
Steering Committee Meeting #2 – November 13,
2020

Agenda

WELCOME
M.M. Redditt - MPACT

New Participants?
Tell us about you…
Name
Organization
Relationship to the Watershed

Importance of
Steering
Committee
» Provide project Team with
important institutional
knowledge of watershed
» Represent interests of
community and stakeholders

» Build consensus for direction
» Ensure soundness of key
deliverables and products
» Ensure success of WMP and
future project implementation

Steering Committee –
Anticipated Level of
Commitment
» Participate:

» In up to 5 Steering Committee meetings,
» In sub-committee discussions and meetings as
needed, and
» Consistently throughout project to ensure cohesion.

» Provide review and input to critical deliverables
» Help to reach key stakeholders and public

Logistics for Meetings
» Hold Zoom calls for the foreseeable future
» Following each call, will determine tentative date
for next meeting, send out calendar invitations,
reminders and Zoom connect/call in information
» Keep meetings to 1 ½ hours to respect time
» Record meetings for internal use only
» Use mute, raise virtual hand, chat box, turn away
from emails and avoid distractions to preserve
quality, efficiency and respectfulness of call
» Will post Steering Committee meeting agenda and
presentation on MBNEP’s website, following each
meeting

Consensus-Based Meetings
» Steering Committee Members’ roles are to provide
input and advise Project Team
» Have large and diverse watershed complex
intentionally reflected by large and diverse Steering
Committee
» Will have different, and sometimes strong, opinions
that differ from one another
» Will facilitate discussion that encourages active,
respectful listening
» Share opinions, back them up, represent your
constituency efficiently, without dominating
» Will proceed informally by consensus, not voting,
discussing pros and cons

Consensus-Based Meetings
» Project Team will take what is general
agreement – consensus – under advisement
» Facilitator will test and re-state consensus from
the group
» Ultimately, your role as a Steering Committee
Member is to respect and reflect the consensus
of the Committee
» Hold one another accountable to these terms

Old Business
» Review of Meeting Minutes from September
24th meeting (M.M. Redditt)
» Status of Action Items, Meeting #1 (J. Kelson)
» Survey (Dec. 11), Virtual Boat Tour Distribution
» National Conservation Easement Database
» Steering Committee List
» Stakeholder List, living document
» Public Access Map
» Subcommittees vs. Topic-driven Discussion

Public Access
ID

Name

1

Cooper Riverside Park

2

Battleship Park

3

Shirley’s Landing

4

Westside of Oyster House

5

Cloverleaf Landing

6

Byrnes Lake Launch

7

Perkins Landing

8

Mt Vernon Launch

9

Unknown

10

Upper Bryant Landing

11

Hubbards Landing

12

Unknown

13

Lower Byrant Landing

14

Live Oak Landing

15

Dead Lake Marina

16

Unknown

17

Cliffs Landing

18

Unknown

19

Scotts Landing

20

Meaher State Park Landing

21

Unknown

22

Tensaw Ramp

23

Chocolotta Ramp

Subcommittee Structure
» Watershed Characterization
» Steering Committee Meeting #1 (Sept. 24, 2020)

» Watershed Conditions
» Steering Committee Meeting #2 (Nov. 13, 2020)
» Subcommittee Breakout Session

» Identification of Critical Issues and Areas
» Steering Committee Meeting #3 (Date TBD)
» Subcommittee Breakout Session

» Identification of Management Measures
» Steering Committee Meeting #4 (Date TBD)
» Subcommittee Breakout Session

» WMP Draft Report Development
» Steering Committee Meeting #5 (Date TBD)
» Subcommittee Breakout Session

» WMP Final Report Development

WATERSHED CONDITIONS
AND CRITICAL ISSUES
Tim Thibaut – Barry A. Vittor & Associates, Inc.

MTA Watershed
Boundary
HUC12 Subbasin

Area
(Square Miles)

Farris Creek -Barrow
Creek

62.3

Big Chippewa Lake

75.1

Mifflin Lake

28.7

The Basin

62.2

Grand Bay

80.4

Tensaw River –
Apalachee River

42.4

TOTAL

351.1

Mobile River Basin
» 43,662 sq. miles
» The Mobile Bay watershed
is the nation’s sixth largest
river system in total
drainage area and first in
ratio of discharge to area.
» On average the Mobile
Basin has the fourth largest
freshwater inflow on the
North American continent,
at about 62,000 cubic feet
per second.

Land Cover/
Land Use
» Mostly water and
wetlands in the Delta
» Upland forest, urban,
industrial, and
agriculture on the
margins.

ID of Critical Issues and Areas
1. Water Quality
2. Conservation Coordination and Land Management
3. Ecological/Habitat
4. Hydrologic Modification
5. Climate Resiliency
6. Cultural Resources
7. Human Uses

NPDES Permits
» 143 NPDES permitted
facilities
» 24 Industrial dischargers

NPDES Permits
Discharge Information Zone
Outfalls
» Sampling of water,
sediment, and benthic
macroinvertebrates
» Between 1992 and 2017, 14
DIZ surveys among four
outfall sites found no
effects on water quality or
biological condition.

303d Impaired
Streams
ADEM 2018 List
Fish Consumption Advisories
» Chickasaw Creek
» Cold Creek Swamp
» Middle River
» Mifflin Lake
» Mobile Bay
» Mobile River
» Tensaw River

Critical Issues and Areas
Water Quality
» Persistence of legacy contaminants
» Impacts of land conversion on runoff timing and
volume of tributary streams, including pollutant
loadings to the Delta

Critical Issues
Water Quality
Persistence of Legacy
Contaminants
» Four Superfund Sites –
BASF, Olin, AzkoNobel,
and IP/Kimberly Clark
» Ar, Hg, DDT, Dioxin, PCB

Critical Issues
Water Quality
Impacts of land conversion on
tributary stream discharge and
pollutant loading to the Delta
Poly, Inc. 2019 Study
Impaired Streams:
» Halls Creek
» Aikin Creek
» Dennis Creek
» Martin Branch
» Red Hill Creek
» Spanish Fort Branch

Land Use and
Watershed
Condition
Landscape Development
Intensity (LDI) Index
(Brown and Vivas, 2005)
Land Use
Water, Wetlands, Upland Forest

LDI
Coefficient*

“Empower density” is energy use
per area per time.

1.0

Upland Scrub-Shrub

1.5

Upland Range

3.5

Agriculture

4.5

Barren/Urban Open

5.0

Urban Low Density

6.9

Urban Medium Density

7.5

Urban Transportation

8.0

Urban High Density

9.0

*Calculated as the normalized natural log of empower
densities.

LDIWATERSHED = (Σ %LUi x LDIi)

Prior Harvested
Forest

Critical Issues and Areas
Conservation Coordination and Land Management

» Sensitive habitat acquisition and management
» Upland land conversion
» Inconsistent construction phase erosion and
sediment control and stormwater management
ordinances
» Lack of local government wetland/stream
protection

Critical Issues
Sensitive Habitat Acquisition
and Management
Conservation Coordination
and Land Management
Priority Headwater
Parcels (Moffatt &
Nichol, 2019)

Critical Issues
Conservation Coordination
and Land Management
» Upland land conversion
» Inconsistent constructionphase erosion and
sediment control and
stormwater management
ordinances
» Lack of local government
wetland/stream
protection

Critical Issues and Areas
Ecological/Habitat
» Exotic/invasive species effects and control
» Protected and sensitive species management
» Stream and riparian buffer protection and
restoration

Critical Issues
Ecological/Habitat
Exotic/invasive species effects
and control

Critical Issues
Ecological/Habitat
Protected and sensitive
species management –
Federal ESA Species and
Alabama Species of
Conservation Concern

Critical Issues
Ecological/Habitat
Stream and riparian buffer
protection and restoration

Critical Issues
Hydrologic Modification
» Mobile Ship Channel and turning
basin expansion
» Effects of the Mobile Bay
Causeway
» Effects of upstream
impoundments

Critical Issues
Climate Resiliency
Climate Resiliency
» Effects of SLR inundation on
plant communities
» Wetland migration potential
» Infrastructure resiliency and
modification needs

Critical Issues
Cultural Resources
» SLR impacts on recorded
sites
» Potential impacts on listed
historic properties
» Loss or degradation of sites
that may have been
identified but not
evaluated

Critical Issues
Human Uses

» Public access for
recreation
» Financial support for
management and
maintenance of public
lands
» Resiliency of transportation
infrastructure

Open Discussion
(Facilitator: M.M. Redditt)

Review of Action Items

